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BSU's student Construction
Management Association has been award-
ed first place in the Outstanding
Associated General Contractor of America
contest for the fourth time and for the sec-
on~ consecutive year,
The group has earned national recog-
nition Llof the past 13 years in the com-
petition, '
A. dozen schools competed in the 19th
annual contest. The BSU chapter earned
the judge's attention for its jnore than
3,500 work hours devoted to, chapter,
campus and community activities. This
year the group participated in 36 projects,
including volunteer labor andconstrue- ,
tion ofRhodes Park (a concrete skate-
board park), construction' of a storage
shed a the Bishop's House at the Old
Idaho State Penitentiary and bUilding a
c,oncrete ramp to allow wheelchair access
to .the Boise' River.
. The Idaho Suicide !?revention Hotline ,'The grotipmembeis a~~ construction:
, Service is calling for volunteerS ~ndis offer- management niajors at BSU. COnstruction
, ,ing training to anyone who is interested. " management is a four-year academic pro-
The hotllile operates 365 days a 'year, "gramthat includes course work'incalcu- ,
and volunteers work 6-hour shifts at ' Ius, physics, engineering, business and
,ho~e; at times of theirowrt choosing: The, construction. More than 100 students are'
hotline now receives an average of two to .~OJ'olledin co~~tion management,
threecails per shift.' .,' .' " "" ,which'is offered through BSU'sCollege of
Training sessions wi1~be on 'T~hnology. "
'~ '
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Governor ,speaks
against Proposition One
Gov. Cecil Andrus was the keynote
speaker at a rally'Sept, 8 to kick off a
campaign against Proposition One, the
Idaho' Citizens Alliance anti-gay measure
to be voted on this
November.
More than 1,000 indi-
viduals and organiza-
tions representing reli-
gious faiths, community
groups and business
organizations have
joined a statewide coali-
tion in opposition to the
measure.
"Proposition One is
an unconstitutional mea-
sure thai will.mean
more government lritru-
that will mean more sion in the lives of all
Idahoans," said Brian
Bergquist, chairperson
of the No on 1 Coalition.
"The lastthing Idaho
needs is the radical right
coming in and forcing more goyernment
on us. This measure will dlvldeour state
and cost millions of tax dollars in wasteful
legal battles."
Among the public figures opposing the
proposition are Gov. Andrus, Republican
U.S. Senators Dirk Kempthorne and Larry .-
Craig, Democratic U,S. Rep. Mike Crapo
and all the Republican and Democratic can-
didates for governor arid attorney general.
"Proposition One is an
unconstitutional measure'
government iritrusion in
the lives of all Idahoans ...~~
Career oppor,unity, fel-
lowship money is avail-
able for engineers
Students interested In pursuing a career
in the field ~f nuclear power regulation
and continuing their education should
look to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory ,
Commission for a helpful hand. '
The NRC Fellowship program provides
funds for students interested in 'pursuing ,
master's degrees iri areas such as health,
physics, nuclear engineering and specialty
engineering disciplines with emphasis in '
, , instrumentation and control systems, mate-
rials science, materials engineering or met-
al1ury;
, Fel10ws must work at the l:'IRCfor a
minimum of nine months prior to begin-
ning graduate SchooL During this perloc(
fel10ws will receive an annual salary rang-
ing from $33,000 to $35,000 plus full gov~ .
e~ent benefits. Feilc;>ws'must al~ asree
to work for the NRC (at $37,000-$40,000)
for four years foliowing satisfactory com- "
'pletionof a tw~yearmaster'spi'o~in.
, The ,NRCfellawshipPiovidC$full pay-
ment of tuitioil; fees 'and books as welI as
a ~onthly stipend of $1,800. A $5,000/year
cost-of-educatio,nallowance is paid to the
academic program- ill ~iiich the' fellow ,is
enrol1~d. " .'
Eligible students, must be U.S. citizens,
have received a bachelor's degree by
August 1995 and have completed the
,Graduate Record Examination. At' the time
of appllcation, applicants may not have
completed more than one year of graduate
education in a discipline the NRC,
Fellowship Program supports. Selection is
, based on academic performance, academ-
ic and professional references, a statement
of career goals and, as appropriate, inter-
views with the applicants.
Fellowship applications are being taken
throughJan.23, 1995, and awards will be
announced in April 1995.
For applications or additional informa-
tion, contact Rose Etm Cox at (615) 576-
9279 or Tom Richmond at (615) 576-2194.
The address is NRC Fellowship Program,
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and
Education, Science/Engineering Education
Division, P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
37831-0117. To request application materi-
als only, call1-8oo-569-7749.
Student to be rec~gnized
,for commitment to
First Amendment.- ;:., ......
Beverly Harris, the lead plaintiff in the
ongoing ACLU litigation chal1englng
school prayer at the Grangeville High
, School graduation, will be presented with
an awa'rd recognizing he~ courage and
civil liberties convictions at the ,ACLU
Awards, Banquet Sept. 17.
, The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
recently heard argument on the case,",
Harrisv. Joint School District No. 24~. The
court's decision is pending.
Now a zt-vear-old senior at Albertson
College, Harris was 1-7when she and her
mother first contacted the ACLU to stop
the plans of the Grangeville School District '
to include prayer at the 1991 high school
graduation. As a result of the complaints,
the Harris family has received death
threats and other expressions of hostility.
"Freedom of religion is a First
Amendment right, one of ourmost impor-
tant freedoms," Harris said. "When 'a tax-
supported institution encourages and/or
endorses religious activity or' any sort, it is
infringing upon that freedom. ..My con-
cern is that we are giving up a very impor- ,
tant freedom when we allow the govern-
mentto dictate our beliefs. We must
remember that constitutionality is not a
,majority issue, and it is imperative that we
preserve our individual rights;"
Suicide hotline'
calls for volunteers',
Sept. 23,24,30 and Oct. 1. Volunteers
are ask~.,to attend all sessions, for a total
of 20, hoiir:s of training. AlItrllinlng ses-
sions will be in the Conunun1catioil
Building at Boise State University,located
east of the library. Friday sessions will
,stan at 7 p.m, and end at 9 p.~.saturday
sessions begin at a time the Friday group
will determine.
Training sessions will cover the
nature of suicidal crisis, positive inter-
vention techniques and' community
resources. Persons interested in taking
the training but not volunteering are also
welcome. BSU students can receive
internship and pra~1cum credits for vol-
unteering..
Idaho now has the. second highest per
capita rate of suicide in the United States,
At greatest risk are the elderly, followed
by people aged 15-24. The Hotline serves
all of Idaho south of Riggins. All calls are
confidential.
The number for the hotllne is 1-800-
564-2120.
Eastman announces
new Associate Dean
Alan Brinton assumed the duties of
Associate Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences on Sept. 6, pending State Board
of Education approval.
Brinton will be resPonsible"for student-
related matters within the college and will
help with research programs. He will also
direct the interdisciplinary studies program
forthe university. '
The new associate dean brings an out-
, standing background of teaching, research
and service to the position, according to a
memorandum from Phil Eastman, Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Construction Management
Association tops nation
,: .: ',1 . .;. '~ ..
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Amendment offers redistricting alternative
Idaho State Constitutional Amendment
SJR 105-0ne of several items to be voted
on this November-establishes rules to
appoint and govern a commission to
select the boundaries of political districts.
Because the legislative redistricting has
historically been a lengthy process under-
taken by the very body which is effected
by it, the Senate in 1994 passed Senate
Joint Resolution 105, which asks the peo-
ple if they want a constitutional amend-
Reports of rape
•Increase near
campus
KATE NEILLY BELL
Associate Editor-News
MARK HOLLADAY
Staff Writer
ment to switch the responsibility of reap-
portionment to an independent council.
Proponents of the measure say that
when people have direct control over the
process in which they are elected, personal
interests may sway decisions, leading 10
disputes in the reapportionment process.
With the passage of SJR 105 it is hoped that
the commission will be better able to put
state interest above self interest.
The primary goal of apportionment is
to achieve fair and equal representation of
people.
The legislature must be reapportioned
every 10 years following the national cen-
sus. In the past, the legislature has had the
task of redrawing the districts. The 1991
reapportionment, which took effect in
1992, tied up the Legislature for most of
the session and other issues were neglect-
ed. If an independent body does the redis-
tricting, proponents say that will save time
in the Legislature, allow them to address
other issues and save tax-payer dollars.
If the amendment passes, the Legislature
would establish a commission of six mem-
bers who would reapportion the State
Legislature and redistrict legislative SC'..Its.
The political boundaries are to be
redrawn according to census population
data and insure that each legislator repre-
sents an equal population.
Under SJR 105, two-thirds majority
decision must be reached by the commis-
sion. If a dispute arises in the reapportion-
ment process, the case will bypass lower
courts and go directly to the Idaho
Supreme Court.
The amendment has no provision for
indecision within the commission.
Opponents say this proposal may actu-
ally cause the majority of apportionment
to bL~ Idaho Supreme Court
and not by thl( people.
Lock your doors.
Either the number of rapes is
increasing in the BSU area or a
greater percentage of rapes are
being reported.
There have been two reports
of rape in the past several weeks
and three reports of rape in the
BSUarea in the past year. In all
of 1993, only two rapes were
reported in the campus area.
On Sept. 8, between 4 and
4:30 a.rn., a 22-year-old woman
was raped by a white male who
sneaked into her home ncar
Boise State University. He
entered through a back door that
was unlocked, said Boise Police
Lt. Tim Rosenvall,
The victim telephoned 911
after the assault. Although the
man fled before police arrived at
the scene, it didn't take long for
officers to track him down.
Kurtis Lee Davis, 20, was
taken into custody at approxi-
mately 1 a.m. on Sept. 9. Police
were led to him after a report
that he had stolen a car,
Rosenvall said. Davis was armed
and suicidal when university
police arrived and was hiding in
a tree in the Vermont/Belmont
area near campus. Keith Borah,
BSU Patrol Unit, said the man
was a transient.
Just weeks earlier, on Aug.
21, another rape was reported.
A woman .was raped at knife-
point at approximately 5 a.m.,
again by a man who sneaked
into her home, located near
Martha Street and Boise Avenue,
near BSU.
A suspect, Reuben Arthur
Parks, 20, was iaken into custody
at 8 a.m, that same morning.
Parks is in the Ada County Jail
awaiting trial after being
arraigned on charges of rape .
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~You didn1t have to fight traffic'l
.iDllIiiS
~~ Youdidn1thave parking hass'es;~;
You had 'a really great bus system?
Hel~U5 have a better BUSHI
Date: Wednesday,Sept.21 st
Time: 11:30a.m.·1 :30p.m.
Location: BSU SUB Patio
Hot Dog! BUSwants to change the system---- ----- - -- ~ _....~ -..-_ ...- ---- ~- ...._._-- ...--...-.--- ---
Boise Urban Stages
Give u~15~-minute5 ... we'll give you a free lunch
THEARBffER
editorial
Fashion + BUS
The cover of our first fall edition has beenthe subject of discussion around the cam-pus and in our letters section since it waspublished Aug. 31.
We've received some positive verbal feedback
on that cover, but several letter writers have sug-
gested that it is inherently anti-woman and/or that
it promotes child pornography. Their feelings,
thoughts and opinions are respected and wel-
comed, but we disagree.
The cover is a full page, four color process pho-
tograph of 22-year-old Sarah Aldrich riding a city
bus with superimposed headline text that reads: .
"FREERIDE: BSU and BUS look for automobile
alternatives." The headline is a label for the story,
which details just how "free" the agreement
between the university and the bus company actu-
ally is.
"If I were doing it again I'd change the cover
headline," says editor Patrick Schmaljohn. "I was
trying to link all the elements-the story, the art-
work, the headlines-with the 'free' theme. There
is no such thing as a free lunch, so there's probably
no such thing as a free ride, and that was the point
the article was driving home. When I designed the
cover I relished the irony of a high fashion photo
illustrating a story ?bout the bus system, which is
not exactly glamorous, but I did not consciously
connect the phrase 'free ride' to Sarah in a sexual
context. I would not label any human being a 'free
ride,' especially someone I respect and admire as
much as Sarah. I'd run the photo again, because I
think it's wonderful, but I'd change the cover head-
line to something like 'BSU and BUS team up to
offer automobile alternative."
The charge that the way Aldrich is dressed pro-
motes child pornography is refuted by fashion.
When she isn't modeling, Aldrich works at
Retrospect, a hip, fashion-oriented clothing store in
downtown Boise. In the photo she is wearing a
pink tennis skirt, a lime green top and knee socks;
her hair is in ponytails. As any popular fashion
magazine will illustrate, ponytails, knee socks and
short skirts aren't just for children. Incidentally,
photo editor Rick Kosarich did not tell Aldrich how
to dress or groom herself for the shoot. In fact, she
dresses similarly every day. The August issue of
Vogue says "the key is to find a balance between
acknowledging your femininity and looking absurd-
ly girlish."
A letter writer this week asks "...does this look
like a 'serious student'? ..." and observes that she is
clearly not studying for a test (she is reading Bazaar
magazine). Just what does a "serious student" look
like? In addition to looking a certain way (or not
looking a certain way), must a "serious student"
read nothing but text books and spend every wak-
ing moment cramming for exams?
The same letter says Aldrich's pose and gaze are
unnatural and overtly sexual. Neither Aldrich nor
The Arbiter see gross sexual implications or unnat-
ural body positioning in the photograph. Her legs
are together a'nd the camera was tastefully posi-
tioned In the seat dlreetlyacross the aisle from her.
Again, any fashion magaZine will show supermod-
els slouching similarly.
These judgments are very subjective. What Our
letter writers see In that cover~hild pornography,
incest, abuse, humiliation, exploitation of women-
are th,e very evils that any. decent society seeks to
- Irony
extinguish. It is important to be sensitive to issues
of equity and dignity, and we sincerely hope The
Arbiter can serve as a free and open forum for
these important discussions.
A letter published last week asked if "...anyone
on the board of The Arbiter objected to this lay-
out.;." The answer is no, but some clarification
about how The Arbiter is governed may be helpful.
The university's Publications Board consists of
19 voting members, including the president of the
ASBSU, a representative of the president of the uni-
versity, an accounting professor, a professional
journalist from the community, several student-at-
large representatives, the director of the SUB, a
political science professor, the editorial adviser of
The Arbiter (a communication/journalism profes-
sor), and others. The bylaws of this board state
that its purpose is to select the editor and business
manager each spring for the following year and
oversee the financial integrity of the student-run
publication. The paper is not reviewed by this
board prior to its printing and distribution; this
board does not control the content of the publica-
tion. The Publications Board embraces the concept
of an independent student publication and docs not
interfere with the editor or staff in the day-to-day
editorial operation.
The Editorial Board of The Arbiter consists of
the editor (Schrnaljohn) and five associate editors
(Kate Neilly Bell, news; Chereen Myers, arts; Rick
Kosarich, phOIO; Scott Samples, sports; and Dawn
Kramer, general). The Editorial Board meets week-
ly; its purpose is to make decisions regarding the
content of the paper in general and, specifically, its
editorials (which are the voice-the institutional
opinions--of The Arbiter).
No member of The Arbiter's Editorial Board
objected to the Aug. 31 cover. Therefore, responsi-
bility for the Aug. 31 cover rests squarely on the
shoulders of these six individuals. And we're thank-
ful to have the opportunity to be responsible.
If we had been student editors at Brigham
Young University, for example, we never would
have had to make this decisiort-it would have
been done for us by an administration that deter-
mines what is appropriate for its population. The
Associated Press reported in Sunday's Statesman
that an advertising insert-the 24-page Beyond The
Wall catalog that was also packaged with the Aug.
31 edition of The Arbiter-was yanked from BYU's
student paper last week. The Beyond The Wall cat-
alog advertises poster-sized reprints of pop culture
advertisements including one that depicts an
unused magenta condom and several showing
scantily-clad women. "It was the kind of stuff BYU
doesn't promote ... it's important for us to maintain
our unique atmosphere," a spokesman said. The
catalog was removed from 16,000 copies of the
Daily Universe under orders from BYU administra-
tors. The paper ran an apology in Its next edition.
In contrast to the Mormon Church-owned BYU
campus, we are a diverse community. There are
many voices. We all have our own perspectives on
the world. At BYU a status quo is maintained at vir-
tually any cost, while our public institution is
founded on the duty of ensuring a free and evolv-
Ing com.inunlty and culture. We m~ be open to
haVing our collective consclousnCS/l raised-every
day, If necessary-but we cannot and will not cen-
sor ourselves out of fear.
Sporting Congress plans
to sue forest supervisor
DAN SKINNER
Stoff Writer
Ron Mitchell of the Idaho Sporting Congress has announced his intentions to sue the Supervisor
of the Boise Notional Forest.
His organization of hunters and fisherpeople represents the most effective litigators of environ-
mental low in this state. They have numerous cases in the tourts 01 any given time.
The Congress claims that Stephen Mealey of the BNF is clearly in violation of the Federal
Advisory Committee Act. His actions ore c1eorly being influenced by outside interests.
Supervisor Mealey was commissioned early lost year to choir the Idaho Timber Supply Task
Force. This clandestine group was formed to ensure timber supply for the industry from public lands.
Mealey set out, in his own words, to "limit the obligation" of the United States Forest Service
to uphold the Notional Environmental Policies Act. It is clearly stated numerous times in his ilU~ine of
intentions.
The illegality of his actions ore clear for the ISC. FACA's purpose is to "prevent decision makers
from being influenced by outside interests: Mealey is bound by low to manage public resources
under the lows of the land, Mitmell soid. He went on to soy that Mealey has c1eody stepped out of
this role by selling off the Boise Notional Forest. He is cutting twice the legal limit for the area and
doing everything he can to lirrit the public's power to appeal his actions.
Mitchell says that one need look no further that the Boise Foothill Fire Salvage Sale lost year
on the Boise Notional Forest. First, Mealey mode the sole exempt from public commentory. He was
clearly stoting, according to Mitchell, that this public servant does not wont the public invo~ed.
Mitchell went on to soy that this action was blaton~y illegal under the Appeals Reform Act
which explici~y stotes that salvage sales are not exempted from appeal. Mealey then went on to
write on B9i1oge Environmental Assessment (EA) justifying the sale of 120 million boord feet
(mmbO of timber. A general EAdone for sales of only 5 mmbf will often have hundreds of pages,
Mitmell stated. What it comes down to, he said, was that Mealey was not going to let the public or
the lows of the land stop him from completing the biggest timber sole in Northern Rockies histOl'f.
With these facts in mind, let's loak at the future of Mealey's power over our public land. As
mentioned before in this column, he has been named leader of the Upper Columbia River Basin
Project to formulate a regional approom to ecosystem management. The Implications of this study
will have lasting effects into the next century.
The question for the court will be whether Mealey is being influenced by outside inlerests as a
public lands manager. His history is one of ensuring timber removal from Notional Forests, now he
has the power to define the approach for the entire region.
The Idaho Sporting Congress has hod enough. They ore planning 10 sue Mealey for his blolonl
allegiance 10 the timber industry. He is bound by low to lake all uses of our land into consideration,
not just how many board feet he can squeeze out of our forests.-Boise State has its own hand in the timber circus these days. The Hemingway Center for
Western Studies is planning its very own Timber Tornado for Oct .13 through 16.
This conference will consist of a symposium on the 13th enti~ed Future Timber Policy, with a
yet unnamed ponel of four experts. The thre81loy event will include a book relellse, on exhibition
fellturing a spiked tree, on Earth First! videll, Boise Cascade advertisements from the posl, and even
guided tours through both managed forests and a timber sowmill.
Beyond these displays and lours, the Sellttle Public Thelller will be in town to present Timber!
This ploy will be in the Special Events Cenler on lkt 15. The close of the event Wl11be a presento·
tion of the film Tornado by the Hemingway folks. This movie is a 1920s melodrama on the timber
workers of Sf. Maries, Idaho.
For information call 385-1 999.
1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725 Phone: (208) 345-8204
Fax: (208) 385-3198 E-mail: arbHer@c1aven.idbsu.edu
The Arbiter Is Ihe offidal student newspaper af Boise State University. Its budget
consists of fees paid by students of BSUand advertising soles.
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Free legal advice available to students
letters ----'"-
FREE:RIDE'con'using,,;'" ' ,,- ',,'j ·"·'PulJ,B0a.rd'notresponsi"'. ,"
misleading, offensive for Arbiter content
ASBSU Views
JEFFKUUS
ASBSU President
What do you do when you
know that the light was yellow
when you went through the
intersection? What If you think
that your landlord is giving you
the shaft? Did you know that you
have an attorney on retainer right
now? Fortunately, you don't have
to be incredibly wealthy or pow-
erful to have free legal advice at
your disposal.
In fact, 0.]. Simpson could
have saved millions of dollars in
legal fees, if he had only been a
B.S.U. student, All of us who
take at least eight credits a
semester can make an appoint-
ment with an attorney and dis-
cuss whatever legal problems or
questions you might have.
Granted, if you're arrested for
a double murder case, you would
probably be best served by giving
Gerry Spence a call. But for the
other 99.999% of us, a free legal
consultation is just what a student
","" ,
-~opinions
will occasionally need.
Whether it's a landlord/tenant
dispute, a speeding ticket, or a
more complicated legal matter,
you have an attorney at your dis-
posal to help you wade through
legal waters.
It's during the college years
that many of us first come into
contact with a legal question or
problem that needs expertise.
Unfortunately, looking for, and
paying for, an attorney can be a
demanding experience.
It's almost as if the only kind
of attorneys that college students
can afford deal exclusively with
personal injury, and are only
interested in you if you're
injured. Or you would like to be
injured. Or you know someone.
who would like to be injured. Or
you've experienced pain and
suffering while Witnessing an
injury. On television.
Also, you don't have to come
up with any money for advice. In
fact, you've already paid for your
attorney. Part of your student fees
go to ASBSU, and part of the
ASBSU budget ($14,265, to be
exact) goes to contract with a law
firm to provide legal services for
students for ten months out of the
year. In essence, full-fee students
have an attorney on retainer. '
There are some restrictions that
you need to, be aware of. For
instance, although the ASBSU
attorney does not charge for con-
sultations, as well as assisting you
with paperwork, there are some
instances where there is an addi-
tional fee. If you choose to have
the attorney represent you in
court, of if you choose to have the
attorney handle your paperwork,
you will have to pay a reduced
rate for these additional services.
If you would like to schedule
an appointment to talk it over
with your ASBSU attorney, you
need to call ASBSU at 385-1440
for an appointment. The ASBSU
attorney is available to talk with
you every Tuesday and
Wednesday afternoon from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m.
"'SOFA
SLEEPER
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER .
R.-JbIe 0-.1
I am writing in response to the cover of t,he
Aug. 31 edition of the Arbiter. I find the full page
picture to be confusing, misleading and offensive.
It is confusing because the cover story seems to
be about transportation issues but a woman is
used as the major focal point, not for example, a
bus; it is misleading because the headline FREE
FIDE suggests the woman is or might provide a
"free" sexual experience; and it is offensive
because it conveys several degrading messages
about women.
One message suggests child pornography. The
woman in this photo, her hair in ponytails, strikes a
childlike pose, knees together, short skirt hiked over
her kneelength socks, skirt spread out around her.
(Yet she appears to be reading a woman's magazine,
Bazaar). But the message she conveys by peering
over her glasses is a very adult one-perhaps there
will be a "free ride" for you, the viewer.
More importantly, the photo trivializes the
importance of female students on our campus.
Does this look like a "serious student"? Granted,
some women students may choose to dress in this
fashion but would they ride a bus in this pose? Not
likely. The pose is unnatural, along with her gaze,
and she clearly is not cramming for a test, at least,
not on an academic topic. '
Not all of your readers will respond to this first-
of-the-fall-semester Arbiter cover in the way I have,
but I would hope that many of them will give this
issue some further thought. Women make up at
least 58 percent of the student body at BSU; they
want to be taken seriously, and their own student
newspaper should support that. And coincidentally
some of them may even ride the bus!
-Dr. Sandra Schackel
Department of History
\
I am writing in response to two letters in the
Sept. 7 issue of the Arbiter, written by Kristina
Peterson and Mary Hauff. Their complaints con-
cerning the cover of the Aug. 31 issue of the Arbiter
were in fact valid for many reasons. I appreciate
the fact that both of these individuals said they felt
it was inappropriate but did not support censor-
ship. My main concern is a comment made the
,Kristina Peterson "So, you're getting the attention
you want, I assume, but I wonder. Did anybody on
the Board of the Arbiter object to this layout. And if
they did, were they told they didn't have a sense of
humor? ..."
First of all I too found the cover picture just a
little suggestive and it may not have been the
best way to get the attention the editor wanted
for the bus and shuttle program. But as' a mem-
ber of the Board of the Arbiter (editor's note:
Publications Board, which oversees the fiscal
operations of The Arbiter) I must set the record
straight. When I was placed on the Board I was
told that our function was to oversee the finan~.
cial aspects of The Arbiter and to hire the Editor
in Chief and Business Manager of the paper. I
was also told that in no direct way did we have
control over the specific workings of the paper.
When we hired Patrick Schmal john last year we
all understood the basic way he wished to run
the paper. Although we may not agree with all of,
his choices we still gave him the control over the'
paper. The fact that many may not agree with his.
choice for the cover photo, please do not assume
that a group is to blame until you know.for sure
that they have the means to control what they are
being blamed for.
-Carl Voigt
Sociology Student
Publicattons Board Member
·BSU 1994 These organizations and l1JJWl. will be therell
Micron, Inc.
St. Alphonsus Medicfll Center
Gonzaga University School of Law ,
Idaho State Dept. of Law Enforcement
Coopers & Lybrand,
Red Lion Hotels & Inns
Thunderbird Grad Sch International Mgmt
Farmers Insurance Group
J.C. Penney
Brigham Young University School of Law
First Security Bank of Idaho
Norwest Financial, Inc
Cougar Mountain Software
Recreational Equipment, lnc
Progressive Nursing Services, Inc
Register to Win $100 BSU
Bookstore Certificate, Portable
CD Player, Walkman, Stadium
Blanket-courtesy of BSU
Bookstore, & Morel
Sept. 21, 9:30 am - 3:30 prn,'SUB Jordan Ballroom
Learn about-employers, graduate schools, internships, requirementsl
Make contacts, networkl
, Sponsored by BSU CereerCenter.
opportunitiesand
Arl monlh
TERESA COLEBROOK
Stoff Writer
It's exciting to see Boise's com-
munity enjoying some culture aside
from ingesting cottage cheese.
Mayor Brent Coles has pro-
claimed September as city arts
month. The Boise City Arts
Commission has put together a city
arts celebration to bring local arts
organizations but of the closet.
The celebration will "emphasize
the quality and variety of the arts
here in Boise," said Kris Tucker,
executive director of the Boise City
Arts Commission. The goal is to
raise city-wide awareness by offer-
ing a myriad of local, artistic tal-
ents.
Although there is a schedule of
events posted at the old Mode
building at 8th and Idaho streets,
you may not have to seek out the
times and places of the events. You
may be In the right place at the
right time to experience an art
attack,
An art attack isn't painful at
all-just unexpected. Art attacks
are small interruptions in normally
stable environments. These brief,
unannounced performances feature
local art groups found in places
you'd least expect them-in corpo-
rate settings, shopping areas, pub-
lic meetings and schools. You
might be finishing up your back-to-
school shopping and find yourself
in the middle of an art attack per-
formed by the Idaho Dance
Theatre.
This is the third year for the city
arts celebration. Tucker said she
would like to see it become an
annual tradition and hopes to offer
art attacks throughout the year. The
performances, exhibitions and spe-
cial events help the local art com-
munity by offering city-wide expo-
sure for approximately 20 different
arts organizations.
The artists were not specifically
selected for arts month. The Arts
Commission tries to contact as
many of the organizations as they
can. To promote quality and diver-
sity of the arts in Boise, the arts
calendar is open to all.
0110(5 Boise Tucker said September is a greattime to have the arts celebration
kick-off. The Idaho Shakespeare
Festival is winding up their season,
which parallels the season's begin-
ning for the Idaho Theater for
Youth, Knock 'Em Dead Theater,
Boise Philharmonic and Boise
Opera. There will also be gallery
openings of exhibits by Alden
Mason and other artists, concerts
featuring such artists as Joan Baez,
ZZ Top and the MoOdy Blues and
an open house at the Esther
Simplot Academy for the
Performing Arts.
IJA Productions is also sponsor-
ing architectural tours of Boise's
downtown area. The tours are
hosted by architects who will be
exploring the art in building
design, hoping to highlight the
artistic vision that gives our city the
look that it has. The tours will
emphasize architecture as a visual
art subject.
One of the buildings on the tour
is the Union Block Building on
Idaho Street. An examination of its
architecture will lead to discovery
of some of Boise's history. The tour
will include a look at the former
mayor's office, a brothel, and small
rooms known as cribs.
Throughout Boise's history,
most of the buildings have been
remodeled in some way.
"Changes in the structure reflect
the changes in the intellectual,
artistic, political and economic cli-
mate of the people in this commu-
nity," said Jack Alotto, president of
IJA Productions. Remodeling offers
insight into the attitudes of the
community at that point in history.
Other buildings to be toured
include the 8th Street Marketplace,
the old fire station and the old
Simplot building. The tour is free,
but a small donation is appreciated.
Tour dates are Sept. 13, 20 and 27
in The Grove at 7 p.m.
Mom onJ Eve onJ 'he Foot Alden Mason, 1994, acrylic on canvas, 70 inches x 60 inches. Courtesy of Boise Art Museum.
Dream Realities
Gently humorous themes portrayed in a vivid abstrad point-
ing style convey senior Northwest artist Alden Mason's intense
involvement with the world around him. Dream Realities:
New Work by Alden Mason will be on display at the Baise Art
Museum through Odober 23. The artistwilliedure Thursday,
Odober 6 at 7 p.m. A reception will follow. '
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Let tht1egend'die::
New Siones al
JOERELK Keith Richards said, "On any
given night, we're still a damn
good band. And on some nights,
maybe even the best band is the
world. So screw the press and
their slagging about the Geritol
Tour. You assholes."
Everyone seems to be real
high on the Stones lately, from
critics large and small to the
band's own narcissistic self
impression. VH-I even devoted
a whole week to the Stones and
changed their name to Stones
TV.
So what could any red-blood-
ed right-thinking rock fan have
against this latest effort? Simply
put there is no reason to be for
it. It's not bad, as a matter of fact
it's pretty good, but that's about
it. The best thing about this
album is it saved us from another
Mick Jagger solo uuempt
(remember Work? Yuckt).
Lyrically the Stones mainly
.stick to what they know best:
smut and cars. After all these
years of world experience and
life reflection the Stones stick to
a philosophy of "lets get together
Stoff Writer
There seems to be unani-
mous agreement that the new
Rolling Stones release Voodoo
Lounge is the group's best in
years.
Rolling Stone (the magazine
not the band) liked it sooo much
they gave it five stars and said it
was their "most compelling work
in years." Even Disc Respect, the
local infopaper of the Record
Exchange, said" Voodoo Lounge
is 15 tracks of vintage Stones."
And the band themselves, well
PAID STUDENT PRACTICUM
&
CLINICAL EXPERIENCE
Weprovide culturally and ethnically diverse rural training experiences at training .
sites in Nampa, Emmett, and McCall for students in nursing, radiologic technology,
and social work through the Idaho Rural Interdisciplinary TraiDi~g Project.
Benefits include:
• Increased knowledge of rural health care and the importance of teamwork
• Increased understanding of other disciplines and their scope of practice
• Stipends of $20.00 per 8 hour practicum day .
For more information contact:
• Yourdegree program's practicum coordinator or
• Linda Terrell Powell, Coordinator
Idaho Rural Health Education Center
Mountain States Group
950 North Cole Road
Boise, Idaho 83704
(208) 322-4880, Ext. 235
All BUSINESS MAJORS
Please join the Accounting Faculty on
Thursday, September 15, 1994, I:40-2:30 pm
mthe .
Lookout Room of the Student Union Building,
for a visit and refreshments. We want to talk with you
about accounting as a career. A successful business pro-
fessional, an accounting senior, and an accounting faculty
member will speak to you. We welcome all interested
students - freshmen to seniors. If you have any potential
interest in accounting as a career, please attend!
__ ~_ .c., ...... , ....... ,.", ••. ,_,
and fuck all night ("Suck on the
Jugular")." The Stones continue
to be about the core of rock val-
. ues: sex. Still, potty mouth and
JIecadent glorification aside the
Stones' album doesn't seem to
warrant a censorship sticker from
the powers that be. It seems that
censorship in this country only
applies to the music that kids arc
listening to, not their yuppie par-
ents, but that's another story.
Though mainly typical Stones
fare, there are flashes of attelllet- ,
cd deepness. "Blinded by
Rainbows" spews most of the
cerebral material in a sort of
machine gun fashion. Though its
imagery is interesting and dis-
turbing, it seem~ to ramble off a
lot of subjects without tying them
together. '
The lyrics' are good but they
. don't seem to come from any-
where or end anywhere. Maybe
I'm just not deep enough. See if
you can find the point: "Did you
ever feel the pain/That he felt
upon the cross/ Did you ever
feel the knlfe/Tearlng flesh that's
oh so soft/Did you ever kiss the
chiidlWho just saw his father
shot/Do you ever shed a tear/As
the war drags on and on/See the
face of Christ/Enter paradise/I
doubt it."
1 suspect if this I5-track effort
were released under an assumed
name,say Boring, most review-
ers would have thought little of it
and we wouldn't be inundated
with that annoying "Love Is
Strong" video every half hour (or
more). It's better than Steel
Wheels (their last release), but
that's about it.
Though there are some gems
on it, "New Faces," "Blinded by
Rainbows," and (though grossly
overplayed) "Love il Strong," you
can always wait t~ear those
few gems on the next Stones
greatest hits release, no big
whoop. My rule for purchasing
new albums from old groups is
they either have to be better than
previous material, or they have
to be going in a new direction.
In either case Voodoo Lounge is a
sincere attempt that falls short.
For die-hard fans only.
·,·, •••• ,,1.1, ••.
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lite Je$us.id-nd;"'Qr:J(h~in
deliver lightly dark· rock
OIEllEN MYERS
Assol:iat. Editor-Am
When word got out that The Jesus and Mary
Chain were releasing a new album called Stoned
and Dethroned. I was on the edge of my seat
waiting for the disc to arrive.
Then I found out it would be an acoustic-ori-
ented recording.
It just didn't make sense, because previous
albums in JAMC's history had a fuzzier, pop-dri-
ven sound.
. But when the disc finally arrived, I was
relieved to discover it was only a slight departure
for the Scotland band. First of all, it isn't acoustic
in an M1V Unplugged sort of way. It isn't an
exclusively-acoustic recording, either. And most
. important, JAMC can't lose the essence of their
sound because Jim and William Reid are the ele-
ment that makes this band memorable.
Since their start in 1984, the Reid brothers
have orchestrated almost everything they've
released on their own, often writing, producing
and performing without outside interference.
Their 1992 album Honey's Dead includes minimal
help from drummer Steve Monti, but writing and
producing credits belong solely to the Reids. And
with the exception of drumming assistance on
one song, all of 1989's Automatic is completed
by the Reid brothers.
On Stoned and Dethroned, Monti"returns
along with new bassist/guitarist Ben Lurie. The
result is a more complete sound, but still the
unmistakable presence of the Reid brothers is
impossible to ignore.
Their psychedelic, sedate vocals give most of
their songs a lazy, dream-like feel. And the song-
writing-a job still split between the Reids-
hasn't changed much since their early days.
William and Jim write simple lyrics with profound
meaning, giving their music a magnetic quality.
"Head On," from Automatic, got The Pixies'
attention. They covered it on Trompe LeMonde,
and even though Black Francis made the song
his own, the Reid's lyrics made the song remain a
JAMC original: "As soon as I get my head round
you/I come around catching sparks off you/I get
an electric charge from you/That second hand
living it just won't do/And the way I feel
tonight/I could die and I wouldn't mind.·
On Stoned, William and Jim continue their
self-confessing song-writing style. "Feeling Lucky"
is a four-line song, but its implications could
wrltevolurnes: "Feeling lucky/I've been feeling
lucky/I've got someone who knows me/And she
still wants to hold me.·
The thing about JAMC is that their songs
sound pop-oriented and catchy, but underneath
the light mood lies a darker message. Songs .
about suicide, addiction and self-doubt occupy
space in most of their albums; "Halfway to
Crazy," from Automatic, delivers a serious mes-
sage with a cool beat: "Crazy I'm halfway to
crazy/Suicide could save me/Oh is that much t~ .
extreme/It's such a sad and sorry scene/That's
me being tom at the seams/Going mad in the
middle of a dream/Catch me getting it wrong
from the start/Catch me 'cause I'm falling apart.·
So things haven't changed much. Mazzy Star's
Hope Sandoval appears in a beautiful duet with
Jim in "Sometimes Always.· And the Reids have
added a drummer and a bassist. But the music, as
always, is lightly dark. Stoned is a keeper.
Now with 1·2·3,
Release 5 and
Approach 3.0!
~ Lotus', ~f
$1799Sgm
. BOISE
, NORTHGATE"T' FOURSQUARE CHURCH"""'""".,",,..Proclaiming the good news of Jesus Christ:
. fullness of /ife characterized ", ...
A Sincere Faith- genuine worship and Iiberatmg truat in the Lord
A Sense of Famlly- intergenerational network ofjoy and support
A Source of Fnrlttulness- discovery of God-given ability to serve
Sunday Worship.
10:30AM
Blue Meadows Complex
5166 State se.-
(across from Lake Harbor)
Relieve your stress through
special cassette ta~es.
Set of 9 tapes $49.95.
For more info or to order call
713·788·0777
Limited. oger • regular $89.95
~~~?
500 Announcements under S200.00
All Accessories Discounted with Order
Contact Kathy Webster with
Legacy Announcements at 887-/745
-AnA __ s.,.I<._.
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Wednesday 14th
• Glenn Fuller exhibit at the Student
Union Gallery at BSU through
Sept. 30.
• Paintings from Alden Mason, the
Permanent Collection, and the
Jonss Collection on display at the
Boise Art Museum through Oct.
23.670 S. Julio Davis Dr. 345·
8330. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. week·
days, noon to 5 p.m. weekends.
$3 general, $2 seniors and co~
lege students, $1 grades 1·12,
under 6 free.
• Groveltruck, Felt Neighbor and
Venus at Neurolux. 111 N. 11 th
St. 343-0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover.
Ages 21 and over.
• Rhythm Mob at the Blues
Bouquet. 1010 Moin St. 345·
6605. 9: 15 p.m. $ 1 cover. Ages
21 and over.
• Playground at Dina's through
Sept. 17. Prize Drowing Night.
4802 Emerald St. 34~·2295. 9
p.m. $1 cover. Ages 21 and
over.
• The Rocci Johnson Bond at
Hannah's, Wednesdays through
Soturdays. 621 Moin St. 345·
7557.9:30 p.m. Tonight is
Lodies' Night, $2 for men. Ages
21 and over.
• Over 40's Donce with live music
at the Mardi Gras. 615 S. 9th.
3-42·5553. 8 p.m. to midnight.
$3.50 cover. Ages 21 and over.
• House of Hoi Polloi at Tom
Grainey's through Sept. 17. 6th
and Moin St. 345-2505. 9:30
p.m. $3 cover. Ages nand
over.
• Deep Down Traurno Hounds at
. . Grainey's.Bosement thraugh
Sept. 17. 107 S. 6th St. 345·
2955. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
$3 cover. Ages 21 and over.
• Blue Oyster Cult at Bogie's. 12th
and Front. 342·9663. Doors
open at 8 p.m. $ 12 odvonce
through Select-o-Seot. S 14 at the
door. Ages 21 and over.
• Built to Spill and Butterily Train
record release party at the Crazy .
Horse. 1519 Main St. 384· .
9330. 9 p.m. $5 cover. Allages.
Thursday 15th
• Canadian and European Theories
of Communication Brown Bog
lecture Series, Brink Room, SUB
at BSU. 385·1223. 11 a.m. to
noon.
• OJ. TImothy TIm at Neurolux.
111. N. 11 th St. 343-0886. 9
p.m. No cover. Ages 21 and
over.
• Hoochie Coochie Men at the Blues
Bouquet through Sept. 17. 1010
Main St. 345-6605. 9: 15 p.m.
No cover. Ages 21 and over.
• Playground at Dino's thraugh
Sept. 17. Mondays through
Soturdays. Also tonight is Men's
Night and Sumo Wrestling. 4802
Emerald St. 345-2295. 9 p.m.
$ 1 cover for women. Ages 21 .
and over.
• Touge and Faulkner at lock Stock
& Borrel through Sept. 30,
Tuesdays through Soturdays.
4507 Emerald St. 336-4266. 8
p.m. to midnight. No cover. Ages
21 und over.
• The Rocci JohnsOn Bond at
Hannah's. 621 Main St. 345·
. 7557.~:30 ".m. No cover
tonight. Ages 21 and over.
Saturday, September 17-Danger Gensand Raspberry at Neurolux.
~Feed the Mind at the Koffee
• Some Dead Thursday, .Stond Up .
Friday 16th Stella and Godhead Silo at thli • Bingo with Bingo Bob at the
• Benny & loon film at the Special Klatsch. 8th St. Marketplace. Crazy Horse. 1519 Moin St. Neurolux. 111 N. 11 th St. 343·
Events Center at BSU. 385· 345-0452.9 p.m. $1 cover. 384·9330. 9 p.m. $5 cover. All 0886~ 10 p.m. to midnight. No
3655. 11 p.m. $ 1 BSU students, Ages 18 and over. ages. cover. Ages 21 and over.
faculty and stoff. $2 general.
• As You like/t by the Idaho Sunday 18th • Caught In the Act at Dina's
• Floating Men in 1I1eStudent Shakespeare Festival through • Benny & loon film at the Special thraugh Oct 1. Drink specials
Union, first floor Bravo! stage at Sot. Sept. 17. 400 Pork Center Events Center at BSU. 385-
tonight. 4802 Emerald St. 345·
BSU. 7 :30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Blvd. 336-9221. 8 p.m., come 3655.2 p.m. $1 BSU students,
2295.9 p.m. $1 cover. Ages 21
early. BSU students $7.50 at the foculty and stoff. $2 general. and over.
• Built to Spill and Butterflylroin door. $12.50 BSU faculty & Tuesday 20threcord release party at Neurolux. stoff. $13.50 seniors. $16.50 • HCMen, Souldier, Rodney Dyer
111 N. 11 th St. 343-0886. 9 generol. Select-o-Seot. and more at the Blues Bouquet • International Day of Peace
p.m. $3 cover. Ages 21 and for a Castle Rock benefit. 1010 Candlelight Proyer V"lgii at
over. • Sicko and Raspberry at the Crazy Main St. 345·6605. 9: 15 p.m. lakeview Pork, Garrity Blvd,
Horse. 1519 Main St. 384· Ages 21 and over. Nompo. 465-7466. 7 p.m. Arrive
• The Hoochie Coochie Men at the 9330. 9 p.m. $5 cover. All ages. early for potluck.
Blues BOUQuetthrough Sept. 17. Saturday .17th
• Treosure Volley Singles dance with
1010 Main St. 345-6605. 9:15 live music at the Mardi Gras. 615 • Open Mike with Johnoh Shue at
p.m. $2 cover. Ages 21 and • Bronco football vs. Col State S. 9th. 342·5553. 8 p.m. to Neurolux. 111 N. 11 th St. 343-
over. Northridge, Branco Stadium at midnight. $4.00 cover. Ages 21 0886.9 p.m. No cover. Ages 21
BSU. 385-1285. 7:05 p.m. and over. and over.
• Playground at Dina's through
• Donger Gens and Raspberry at • Hyde Park Street Fair at Hyde • Blues Jam at the Blues Bouquet.Sept. 17. 4802 Emerald St.
345-2295. 9 p.m. $3 cover Neuroluil. 111 N. 11 th St. 343- Pork. 13th and Eastman. 10 101 0 Main St. 345-6605 at
tonight and Soturday. Ages 21 0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover. Ages 21 a.m. to 7 p.m. 9: 15 p.m. No cover. Age~ 21
and over. . and over. " and over.• Boi Howdy at Tom Grainey's. 6th
• The Rocci Johnson Bond at • Rebecca Scott and Vield Slogi at and Main St. 345·2505. 9:30 • Caught In the Act at Dino's
Hannah's through Sept. 17.621 the Koffee Klatsch. 8th St. p.m. $2 cover. Ages 21 and through Oct. 1. Drink specials
Main St. 345-7557. 9:30 p.m. Marketplace. 345-0452. 9 p.m. over. tonight. 4802 Emerald St. 345-
$3 cover tonight and Soturday. $1 cover. Ages 18 and over. Monday 19th
2295.9 p.m. No cover. Ages 21
Ages 21 and over. and over.
• Ronnie Montrose at Bogie's. 12th • Benny & loon film at the Special
• Free Beer Friday at Bogie's. 12th and Front. 342-9663. Doors Events Center at BSU. 385- • Suicide Clutch at Hannah's. 621
and Frant. 342·9663. $5 cover. openat 8 p.m. $10 odvonce at 3655.2 p.m. and 7 p.m. $1 Main St. 345-7557. 9:30 p.m.
Ages 18 and over. Select-o-Seot. $12 at the door. BSU students, faculty and sfl!ff. Ages 21 and over.
Ages 21 and over. $2 general.
• Just Us at the FlyirlgM Expresso • Fat John and the Three Slims at
through Sot. Sept. 17. 5th and • Hyde Pork Sheet Fair through • Posltive Thinkirlg at Work with Dr. Tom Grainey's. 6th and Main St.
Main. 345-4320. 8 p.m. to 10 Sept. 18 at Hyde Park. 13th and Wayne Dyer, Groce Jordan . 345-2505. 9:30 p.m. No cover.
pm, No ,COYer. All ages. Eastman. 10 um, to midnight. . Bollroom, SUB. 385-1974. 7 Agesnand over •
p.m. $29 at SeIeCt-o-Seot.
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(HEREEN MYERS
Associate Editor-Arts
SPBbrings .
big ~creen features
Boise State's Student programs
Board is showing movies for stu-
dents on tight budgets in
September. The films are shown
in the Special Events Center on a
35·mm Dolby Surround Sound
projection system. Admission is
$1 for students and faculty, $2
general admission. You can buy
discount booklets of 10 tickets
for $5 students and faculty and
$10 for general. The schedule is
Benny and foon, 11 p.m. Sept.
16, 2 p.m. Sept. 18 and 2 and 7
p.m. Sept. 19; What's Eating
Gilbert Grape, 11 p.rn. Sept. 23
and 7p.m. Sept. 26 and A
Clockwork Orange, 11 p.m,
Sept. 30.
The acoustic
Dar Williams
Singer/songwriter Dar
Williams will perform at Old
Boise Guitar Company, 515
Main Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 18. Williams recently
released her debut self-produced discTbe .
'·;.Hones.tyI,lopm/9nhe"o~~la~.:lficket~fllre~lSadvance,$7artlte.door.
I
<' 'D~/Williams will .
play at Old Boise
Guitar Co. Sept. 18Utah State art professor exhibits work in SUB
Glen Fuller, Utah artist and adjunct professor of art at Utah State University,
will exhibit his work in Visual Improvisation on Musical Themes through
Sept. 30 in the Student Union Gallery at BSU. The exhibit is free. Building
hours are 6 a.m. to midnight Monday through Friday and 7 a.m. to midnight
on weekends.
Music professor Ritchard
Maynard to perform
As part of the Faculty Artist Series, clar-
inetist Ritchard Maynard will perform at 7:30
p.m. Sept. 23 in the Morrison Center Recital
Hall. BSU music department chair James
Cook will accompany Maynard on the piano
in the recital. Tickets are $4 general admis-
sion, $2 seniors and free to students' and BSU
faculty and' staff at the door.
Ridiculous Day
invades dowRtown Nampa
It's ridiculous, it's annual, and it's in down-
town Nampa. RidiculousDay, sponsored by the
Downtown Nampa Business Association, is
scheduled for 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sept. 24 in
downtown Nampa. The event includes down-
town merchant sidewalk sales, free entertainment
and sidewalk food vendors. A sidewalk chalk art
contest and waiter races are also scheduled. Yard
sale spaces are available at $10 each for the giant
yard sale held downtown.
I'/JoIoCourtlsy of univeISitY Hews ServiceS
Music professor Ritchard
.Maynard will perfofm
Sept. 23 at the Morrison
Center Recital Hall
Danger Gens save the day
They usedto be known as Maxi Badd, but they changed their name to
Danger Gens because of the name's superhero status and the fact that they
inadvertently prevented a robbery at a convenience store just because they
stopped to pick up some junk food. They rock, okay? Check the Gens out at
Neurolux, 9 p.m. Sept. 17 for a $3 cover.
Can't afford computer classes?
Video cassettes take you
. step by step.
As low as $79.95 for 3 tapes.
For more information, or to order,
call 713-788-0655 24hrs.
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOWI
ENVELOPE STUFFING·$600·$800 every week
FreeDetails: SASE to Intematlonallnc •.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
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ARMY ROTC
What began as a nightmare vacation quickly turned
into the concert event of my life.
After having the person I was traveling with
cancel on me the day beforeI was to leave, leaving
five hours later than I planned and getting lost in
the T~i.Cities, I arrived in George, Wash. for
Lollapalooza 1994 to find a circus for the eyes and
the mind.
As I drove into Basecamp, I saw rows of cars
and tents parked in a field of ankle-high grass.
After discovering my friend had failed to pack the
poles for the tent he had lent me, which meant I
faced the hellish possibility of having to sleep in
my Geo Storm, I set out to get dinner and meet the
other people at the camp.
I first met a group of people from the Seattle
area. After meeting them, and having a few of their
beers, I set out again to meet other people parked
around me. I ran Into a group of people who had
also made the six-hour trek from Boise. One of the
people turned out to be a friend of mine from the
fourth grade. After partying with them for a couple
of hours, I headed to my car to crash for the night.
The next morning, the party began all over
again. The thing that amazed me the most was the
openness of the camp. Drugs, bootleg souvenirs
and alcohol were everywhere and security seemed
to look the other way from the nitrus balloons
being passed around.
At 1 p.m., I made my way over to the Gorge
Amphitheatre. Cut out of a mountain, the outdoor
arena was the most beautiful place I have ever had
the fortune to see a concert in. Off in the distance
behind the stage, the Columbia River flowed
through a gorge of mountains setting the stage for
a great concert venue. '
As I made my way Into the seating area, [
I On BSUCampus I passed rows of political booths ranging from Rock
I I For Choice to Amnesty Internatlonal..It was nice to
Sept 21-22 ~ I see a concert that tried to educate as well as enter-
I I taln,
I I Under the blazing sun, Green Day kicked off
i I the concert at exactly 2 p.m, The trio from Berkeley
/
. I Thurs, Sept 22, lOam-3pm I blasted through a 3Q-mlnute set that Included one
I BSU Student Union Booth #4 I lucky fan being chosen by the band to watch the
. • Presentations I show from stage.\' I I Unfortunately, the afternoon was marred by an
\ (r~ I Volunteer Assignments Overseas I accident during L7's show. A fan who was being
1
1 I (departing summer '95) I thrown on a blanket lino the air In the mosh pit
',' I Wed. Sept 21, 7-9pm I was dropped and landed on his back on the con-
Student Union Senate Forum I crete.
I How to Qualify I After L7's otherwise great set, the weak links of
I the show came on one after another .:Nick Cave
I Thurs. Sept 22. Noon-lPM I and the Bad Seeds came across as a loud version ofStudent Union. Farnsworth Rm II a Las Vegas lounge act. A Tribe Called Quest foi-
I Interviews / I lowed with typical gangster rap, although I had
_.-I Interviews for openings departing summer '95 will take place 011 campus I headed over to the "mlndfield" by the time they
I Oct S. Seniors should sign-up now by calling Renee Bouvion ~ the I.:went on.
Seattle Peace CtIrpsoffice, 1~8()().424-8S.80. Note: you mustbnng a .' I This innovative sideshow was a carnival for the.·:..:::===:=:.~:••III ...... '•••••• ···"., ... ..... . . '," . },'~.;l;J,.
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& rock fare
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Stoff Writer
Boise State University
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mind and body with everything sumo
wrestling to a virtual reality ride. My personal
favorite was the 'Electric Carnival, a tent filled with
creative uses for media techniques. Tent-goers
could do anything from distorting their linage on a
video screen to having a video conversation with
people from around tile country.
The next group to play on the mainstage were
The Breeders. One of the things I noticed while
watching them is their show was different than the
show [ had seen last December .wlth Nirvana. The
45-minute set proved the group had both altered,
arid improved, their stage show since I last saw
them. '
The biggest surprise of the day was the George
Clinton performance. The stage .show, which fea-
tured nine performers (including the male bassist
wearing a wedding dress), was a mix of funk, R&B
and dance music that attacked social problems
head on with thoughtful and powerful lyrics.
As the sun set, an ice-eold wind swept over the
amphitheatre. The near heat stroke of the afternoon
turned Into a case of frostbite.
With the wind 'blowing rays of light from the
stage over the crowd, the Beastie Boys took the
stage. The group blew through a set that mixed
punk rock and hip-hop in a way that had the
crowd dancing and moshlng at the same time.
The last band of the day were the smashing
pumpkins. The group used humor and crashing
guitar riffs to put an exhilarating cap to a day of
great shows. The band joked with the crowd about
how overblown flannel, grunge music and expres-
so had gotten In the Seattle area, came on stage
claiming to be U2 and generally made smooth tran-
sitions from. slow songs to harder ones.
After a nine-hour show that exhausted me, as
well as giving me a cold and a sunburn, I made my
way back to tent city. Another year of Lollapalooza
had come to an end. ' "
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Butterfly Train's debut, Building Distrust
from Trust. Both bands will launch nation-
al tours this fall, and by the time they get
back Boise should be known as an indie
rock mecca.
Built to Spill and Butterfly Train offer
more than the usual indie-fare of blitzing
guitars and screeching vocals, Both offer
unique melodic stylings, beautiful record-
ings and a fresh spin on the basic rock
and 1'011thing.
Love is Built to Spill's second album,
Their first, Ultimate Alternatiie Wavel3
(released last year on C/Z), caused a big
stir in the international underground, with
dilor
Are you ready for the Boise invasion?
p Records is. The Seattle-based record
abel knows something that most in the
usic industry don't-that Boise is home
o some mighty powerful bands. Up
{ecords president Chris Takino constantly
has his ear to the ground, searching out
merlca's greatest indie rock. The latest
scoop of earth in Takino's shovel includes
two gold nuggets from right here in
Boise-Built to Spill's second album,
There's Nothing Wrong with Love, and
48G '114"
48 GX"'.'
SPARCOM
Software for
48SX&48GX
".zi'
.......-.....
Store Hours:
Monday & Thesday 8:00am-7:00pm
Wednesday-Friday 8:00am-5:00pm
Saturday 10:ooam-5:oopm
385-1559 or 1-800-992-8398
lFiE BOOKSTORE
lib Boise State University
the group's innovative approach being
compared to such indie legends as
Pavement and the Pixies.
Built's principal member, former
Trceperson Doug Martsch, dishes out a
measured dose of punk-based modern
pop. The 45-minute disc, Lore; includes a
hilarious "secret" track at the end that fea-
tures producer Phil Ek introducing song
samples from a potential future record,
"Twin Falls" and "Distopian Dream Girl"
wrestle between beautiful and bombastic
as poppy emotive vocals and genlie jangly
guitars give way to full-on distortion and
driving punk rhythms, "Car" h hrilliant-:l
shining example of Martsch '"ssongwrit ing
skills. Built to Spill will thrill.
Butterfly Train redefine iridic rock with
their two bass approach, Frontman Brett
Nelson (who also happens to play bass in
Built) plays his bass guitar like a regular
six string, twisting brilliant fat chords and
leads out of the humble four stringed
instrument. Bassist Forest Orr takes a more
traditional bass angle, anchoring the tunes
solidly with drummer Tim Harris. Butterfly
Train's beautiful and melancholy melodies
shine on "What Falling's About,"
"Standstill" and "Dog Day."
Trust, Butterfly Train's debut, is a heart-
wrenching homage to disastrous relation-
ships, The album chronicles a winding
descent into the hole of pain, the void of
love lost. It snaps back and forth between
mellow and fierce, the hassL's buzzing
above sharp nisp dnulls and llrl'lt's sad
words"
Built to Spill and HuttL'rllyTrain will
celebrate their 11l'\\" albums with twn
shows Ihis week-\\'ednl'sd:iy: Sept. 16:11
the Crazy Horse (all ages), and Friday,
Sept. 18 at Ncurolux (21 and over),
Discrimination
Harassment
Disability
Accommodations
Sexual Harassment
Assault
Hostile Environment
Sexual Assault
Retaliation ,~
- . For questions, assistance l.Itinformation about theseissues contact:
Dr. Betty Hecker
Affumative Action Office
Administration Bldg, 21SB
385-1979 or 385-3648
TTY 385-1436
Leave message
evenings and weekends
Benny
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Attention·~T~'l·Viewers
Don't let Cable. companies choose your Channels.
Select from over 200 channels
~ Movies, Sports, News, Family, Music,
~ Religious, Bi.Lingual and more!
You name it, ·we got it!
Pay for what you choose, not what you don't want.
100%financing available
Call Now! 1-800-484-9281
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YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO
COM~}JETELYOPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY
DIFFERENT WAYSTO INVEST IN STOCKS.
WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
Introducing the CREF Growth Account and the CREF Equity Index Account.
Whether you want a fund that in the Russell 3000"." a broad index of. selects specific stocks or one that ·US. stocks.
covers the market, we're on the same page. Like our CREF Stock Account, which
Our new CREF Growth and CREF combines active, indexed, and foreign
Equity Index Accounts use two distinct investing, and our Global Equities
strategies for investing in the stock mar- Account, which actively seeks opportuni-
keto but both aim to provide what every ties worldwide. the new funds are managed
smart investor looks for: long-term by experienced investment professionals.
growth that outpaces inflation~ They're the same experts who have helped
The CREF Growth Account searches make TIAA-CREF the largest pension
for individual companies that are system in the US .. managing over $130
poised for superior growrh. J n contrast. billion in assets.
the Equity Index Account looks for more To find out more about our new stock
diversification. with a portfolio encorn- funds. and building your portfolio with
passing almost the entire range 01' US. TIAA-CREF. just call 1800-842.2776.
stock investments. It will invest in stocks And take your pick.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it....
.( ..,..._- -
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:other open places," Helgerson says. On the other
hand, full-time student Brad Showers s~ys stu-
dents need to take the Initiative to see their rep-
If you're typical of most BSU students, siudenJ resentatives.
overnrnent Is probably the furthest thing from ASBSUSen. Bob McKie said that he feels that
our list of priorities. the number one problem with student/ ASBSUrela-
J)Jgglingschool with full-time jobs, housework, tions Is apathy.
aylng the bills and picking the kids up from the "We can, with the help of SPB, provide stlmulat-
y care leaves you with little time to do the' exer- ing programs for students, but it's the students
ise video you bought, let alone catch up on what's responsibility to attend these events," McKie states
happening with BSU pollticg; 'in a letter.
ASBSU receives $15 per full-time student per "College should be a fun time. We'll all be out in
semester. That equates to about $250,000 this year. the real world soon •
Clubs and organizations eat up about 50 percent of enough. Join a club,
that figure. The rest is spent on Homecoming; attend a concert," McKie
salaries, Martin Luther King Jr.lHuman Rights Week,' says.
an attorney for students and other miscellaneous ASBSU representa-
items. tives are expected to
The $220 per month salary the senators receive work and maintain a
comes froin your pocket" so why not get Involved certain number of
to make sure the people that work for you are weekly office hours so'
doing their job? Students can meet with
Beingwary of any politician is not an unusual their representatives.
thing in our society. For many students, taking Sure, some members
ASBSU representatives seriously is not an easy task. of ASBSUdo the bare
"It's the same as it was when I went to school minimum so they can
here 20 years ago," says part-time student Diane take the paycheck and
MacGarvey. "All it is is a big popularity contest." leave, while other stu-
The same sentiment is echoed by full-time stu- dent representatives do
dent Bill Walker. put in the extra hours.
"Some [student representatives) are just there ASBSUSen. Lindsey
because they want it on their transcript," Walker Truxel says she put in at
says. least 30-50 unpaid hours
Students also feel that student representatives last summer working for
aren't taken seriously by faculty and administrators. students.
"ASBSUdoesn't really have the final say-they ASBSUVice
don't have a lot of impact and don't key in on President Darryl Wright
important issues. A lot of what they do is petty," says the willingness of
says fulHil1l~ student Brand()n. Bol.l~r., " ','.:.:..' , , ..", ,1,~.'~,th','~e{J"'d,lfie"~,)~~cre.s.,.,~...,~,e,,,'"...•'~ ;.".,
<. ~·~·-B~t·'Stu<~nl:~,tinJon;;'Du~tun8::DJrect6t:Gre8·~";"'," iU _ _''''."I' n;u ,,-. _~--
Blaesing, who also serves as the ASBSU adviser, "You have as much
.' ,-";.~,·:":'il
.' " ys student representatives have a great deal of power as you have time
II on campus issues. and effort you put
"They influence the institution of governance. toward student govern-
ey control appointments on practically every rnent, and how well
mmlttee, including two seats on the budget com- you work with the
'ittee," Blaesing says. 'administration," Wright
Blaesing also pointed out that BSU President says.
aries Ruch usually accepts the recommendation Wright says he also
f these committees and boards. sees apathy as a hin-
"There wouldn't bea teacher evaluation, a drance to student
ational Student Exchange [or] health insurance involvement.
fund among many other things if it weren't for "People come to
SBSU," Blaesing says. campus just to go to
"We have the potential to effectively represent class and then go home.
udents," says Senate President Pro Tem Tim Students need a reason
elgerson. to stay," he says.
Helgerson says it Is important that AS8SU focus- Wright says that he
on its primary responsibility-working for stu- and ASBSU President
ents. Jeff Klaus are working
"We work with the faculty, we work [with) the on expanding programs
dministration, but we work for the students," 'that would keep people
elgerson says, on campus, such as
With fees going up rapidly every semester, isn't SPB programs and the
important that ASBSU functions as the watchdog intramuraVrecreation
r our pocketbooks? center.
"Unfortunately, tOOmany times ASBSU becomes Full-time student
e patsy or the lackey of the administration. [Last Valerie Stewart says
earl we said every fee increase was OK. For God's that even if she did address her concerns to an
ke.we need to fight fee increases and remember 'student representative, "basically, they're going to
hat no student is running around saying 'raise our do what they're going to do whether I like it or
ees,'" Helgerson says. not. •
Helgerson says the senate could work on being Whether students like ASBSUor hate ASBSU, the
ore approachable to students. ' student representatives are their voice. Students can
"I'd like to see senate town meetings In the get their money's worth by getting to know the rep'
uture, going to dorms, meeting outside and resentanves. Get involved! .
•
oes
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Asi:sosijia,ors6gll,i»"er res~I",i~..agQinst Proposition One
HOM .WlKfNSHIP '
Senior Stoff Writer
A resolution presented during last week's ASBSU
Senate meeting calls for the group's opposition to
Proposition One, the Idaho Citizens Alliance anti-gay ini-
tiative to be voted on in November.
, Resolution sponsors Sen. Sean Brandt and Sen. Jodie
Farnsworth drafted the proposal in objection' to what they
dee~ an unethical and Immoralproposltion ..
"Proposition One is an insult to the integrity, cultural
diversity and intelligerte'e of the students of BSU, the people
of Idaho and the foundations of freedom that the United
States was built upon," states the proposed resolution.
Reasons for the ASBSU resolution against Proposition
One include the initiative's effect on the public education
system, its lack of constitutionality and its disharmony with
the ASBSUCode of Ethics,
Brandt and Farnsworth say it is the policy of ASBSU's
Code of ethics to.'not discriminate .~galnst any Indivlclual or
group regardless of their sexual orientation or affection.
Former ASBSU Sen. john Slack, who now serves as the
communication director for the ICA, says "the ASBSU
Constitution is not worth the paper it's written on. n
Slack states that ASBSU is not the law of the land.
"Like the state of Idaho should lay down and kiss the
ground because ASBSU has a constitution," Slack says.
Slack says he also believes that the ASBSUcode of ethics
needs to draw the line at what it calls sexual orientation or
affection. I
"I would ask one thing, does this [code of ethics]
include a rapist? Are we going to be that tolerant and
open minded toward everyone?" Slack says.
The question of whether the ASBSU Senate has the
right to come out on behalf of all students at BSU on such
an issue was brought up by Sen. Dan Gus.
"This [legislation] is inappropriate for the senate; it
doesn't characterize student opinion as a whole. Don't say
you speak for students as a whole, It's impossible on this.
Wait until the. b~lIot on November 8, n Gus says.
Gus says he would feel the same had the resolution
been in support of Proposition One.
"I don't care how you vote on this proposition, it's
your choice, but let students think for themselves and
leave it at that," Gus says after motioning that the resolu-
tion be- tabled.
Brandt and Farnsworth say they believe this resolution
adequately reflects their constituency.=!he College of Health
and Science and the College of BU~~, respectively-as
both the Idaho Nursing Association and Idaho Education
Association are opposed to Proposition One.
"What I see here is an effort to get this !issue] to .shut
the Hell up," an angry Brandt says in response to Gus'
motion to table the resolution.
After considerable debate, the senate decided on an 8-
4 vote to refer the resolution to the Student Affairs
Committee for further review.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY 'FALL· 1994 COMPUTER LAB HOURS
, .,
ROOM! SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
BUILDING
AT-203, 204, 12:00pm-5:00pm II :30am-12:30pm II:30am-12:30pm II:30am-12:30pm 11:30am-12:30pm 11:30am-12:30pm 9:00am-2:00pm
213, 214 2:30pm-5:30pm 2:30pm-5:30pm 2:30pm-5:30pm 2:30pm-5:30pm 2:30pm-5:30pm
Applied Tech.
B-209 9:00am-9:00pm 7:30am-1 0:00pm 7:30am-1 0:00pm 7:30am-1 0:00pm 7:30am-1 0:00pm 7:30am-7:00pm 9:00am-6:00pm
Business
C-114 Closed 8:00am-1 :OOpm 3:00pm-5:00pm Noon-6:00pm 3:00pm-9:00pm Noon-4:00pm Closed
Communication 5 :OOpm-9:00pm
E-223 Closed 8:00am-1 0:00am 8:00am-9:00am ' 8:00am-1 0:00am 8:00am-9:00am 8:00am-5:00pm Closed
Education 3:00pm-5:00pm 3:00pm-5:00pm 3:00am-5:00pm
E-224 Closed 8:00am- IO:OOam . 8:00am-1 0:00am 8:00am-1 0:00am 8:00am-1 0:00am 8:00am-5:00pm Closed
Education 3:00pm~4:30pm 12:00pm-1 :30pm 12:00p,in-1 :30pm
E-419 & 421 I :OOpm-10:00pm 2: 15pm-1 :30pm IO:45am-1 :30pm 12: 15pm-1 :30pm 1O:45am-1 :30pm 9:00am-5:00pm 9:00am-5:00pm
Education 2:45pm-4:30pm ,8:40am-Midnight 2:45pm-Midnight 5:00pm-Midnight
7:45pm-Midnight
E-417 I :OOpm-10:00pm 7:30am-Midnight 7:30am-Midnight 7:30am-Midnight 7:30am·Midnight 7:30am-5:00pm 9:00am-5:00pm
Education
ET-238 Noon-IO:OOpm 5:00pm-1 0:00pm 5:00pm-IO:OOpm 5:00pm-I 0:00pm 5:00pm-1 0:00pm 5:00pm-6:00pm 9:00am-5:00pm
Engineering Tech
ET-239 Noon-IO:OOpm 8:00am-I 0:00pm 8:00am-1O:00pm' 8:00a~-1 0:00pm 8:00am-1 0:00pm 8:00am-6:00pm 9:00am-5:00pm
Engineering Tech
SNI49 2:00pm-6:00pm ,9:00am-I :oopm 5:30pm-IO:30pm 9:00am~ 1:00pm 5:30pm-I 0:30pm 9:00am-4:00pm 9:00am-noon
Health Science I :OO'PIlt-5:OOpm
LA204 II :OOam-9:00pm 7:30am-8:30alJl 7:30am-9:00am 7:30am-8:30am 7:30am-9:00am 7:30am-8:30am II :OOam~9:00pm
Liberal Arts 4:00pm-9:00pm Noon-I :30pm 4:00pm-9:00pm Noon-I: 30pm 9:30am-II :30am
2:30pm-5:30pm
LA206 II :OOam.9:00pm 7:30am-8:30am 7:30am-I 0:30am 7:30am-8:30am 7:30am-IO:30am 7:30am-8:30am II :OOam-5:00pm
Liberal Arts II :30am-1 :30pm 3:00pm-6:00pm II :30am-1 :30pm 3:00pm-6:00pm 11:30am-1 :30pm
2:30pm-6:00pm 2:30pm-6:00pm 2:30pm-5:30pm
MG-110 & 122 Noon-IO:OOpm 7:30am-II :OOpm 7:30aID-II:OOpm 7:30am-I 1:00pm 7:30am· I I :OOpm 7:30am-7:00pm 7:30am-6:00pm
Math/Geology
PAAW·I25 Closed Closed 8:00am-I :30pm 8:00am-1 :30pm 8:00am.12:30pm 8:00am-1 0:30am Closed
Public Affairs & 3:30pm-6:30pm I :30pm.5:30pm 12:30pm-7:00pm
Art West
P~terson-Preco Ctr 6:00pm-I 0:00pm 7:30am-1 0:00pm 7:30am-1 0:00pm 7:30am-IO:OOpm 7:30am-1 0:00pm 7:30am-I 0:00pm Closed
Pavilion/South
SMTC-I06 Closed 8:00am-5:00pm 8:00am.5:00pm 8:00am-5:00pm 8:00am-5:00pm 8:00am-5:00pm Closed
SimplotlMicron
Ctr
TS-219 Closed II :30am-5:.30pm II :30am-~:30pm II :30am-,5:30pm 11:30am-5:30pm II :30am-5:30pm Closed
Technical Services
r ,.
.."
Most labs are equipped with word processing and spread sheet software. Additional types of software are available at the various
computer labs on campus. Internet access' is also available at most of the labs. Access to.UNIX .machines is available' at'MG 110 & 122.
Students may obtain a complete list of software available at each lab, a BSU Student Computer Networking Guide, or a Varney
(student E-mail) account at the Data Center, Business Building, Room 116.
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Football
Sat.-BSU hosts Nevada, 7:05 p.m. at Bronco Stadium
Volleyball
Thurs., Frl.-BSU at Tennessee Invitational
Cross country
Sat.-BSU at College of Southern Idaho Invitational
BSU slays Matadors,
preps for Wolf Pack
Getting healthy usually involves some pain
I THEWORLD OF SPORTS I
SCOTT SAMPUS
Sports Editor
The BSU football team is a
spotless 2-0 so far this season,
but the real test of how far this
year's team has come will hap-
pen this week, when Nevada
comes to town.
''''They're a good team," K.C.
Adams, BSU's starting tailback
said. "I think they'll be a little
better than the two teams we've
played."
The Broncos recorded their
second straight win last
Saturday with a 40-19 beating of
Cal State-Northridge, a team that
has Jess than 20 schoJ"rshlps
compared to BSU's GO-plus.
Boise State's first win came
in a 36-26 win over
Northeastern, a team that was 2-
9 the year before.
Cal State gave BSU a scare at
the beginning of the fourth
quarter, when a pass by Bronco
quarterback Tony Hilde was
intercepted and run back for a
touchdown.
That tied the score with over
14 minutes remaining in the
game, but a pair of big plays by
the Broncos broke the game
SCOTT SAMPUS
Sports Editor .
open and scaled the win.
With just over 13 minutes left
in the game, Hilde hit wide
receiver Jarrett Hausske on a lit-
tle inside pattern for an 84-yard
touchdown pass.
Less than two minutes later,
Adams returned a Matador punt
. 79 yards for another score and
BSU was up 33·19. It was
Adams' second score of the day,
his first coming in the first half.
Tailback. Willie Bowens
added another.Tl) with 31 sec-
onds left to ice the game.
While the two wins look
nice on paper, the real test will
come this weekend when BStJ
has to face Nevada (2-0) and
has historically been a tough
team for the Broncos to beat.
The Boise State-Nevada rival-
ry was fairly intense in the past
few years when the Wolf Pack
was part of the Big Sky
Conference, but the 'Pack left
the Big Sky in 1991 to join the
Division I Big West Conference
and didn't play the Broncos
again until last year, when they
thumped BStJ 38-10 in Reno,
Nev.
"We've got a lot of prepara-
tion to do, no question about
that," BSU head coach Pokey
Arbiter photo by Donny Fronk
BSU quarterback Tony Hilde, middle, scrambles for yardage in BSU's
40-19 win over Cal State-Northridge.
Allen said. "It'll be an interest-
ing game (Saturday), no ques-
tion. We've just gotta get bet-
ter."
While the Broncos realize
they're up against a stiffer chal-
lenge on Saturday than they
have in the past two weeks, it's
one they say they're ready to
face.
"(I'm) excited, Very excited.
We have a lot to prove," BSU
linebacker Stefan Reid said.
"They talke'd about dropping us
off their schedule, I guess
because they think we're not
worthy adversaries. So we think
we have something to prove."
the guy after using Nordic Track, had not lift-
ed all summer, while Ispent most or"mine in
a little dungeon tossing around weights.
Gus then proceeded to kick my pizza-eat-
ing, beer-swilling butt all over the weight
room, lifting more poundage than me.
I meant to point out that I could do a
decent clean-jerk of anything that was
approximately the same weight as a half-rack
of beer, but I was crying too loudly,
Then I decided to play some basketball. I
had been playing ball all summer and figured
I could hold my own. I had been getting in
some semblance of shape, so I should be
able to run up and down the court.
I, of course, was wrong. I sucked. Oh,
God, I sucked.
I did learn one thing from this whole
ordeal, though: Maybe it's time I changed my
image.
I have seen death and its name is
Stairmaster.
I have looked into the den of evil and it
looks strangely like the BSU weight room.
You see, I'm trying to get~o shape, to
become healthy. And it's killing me.
In the world of sports, being in some kind
of decent physical shape is a fairly important
riecessity (unless you're a golfer, bowler, or a
major league first baseman).
Being in shape to be a sports editor is not
as important, but I'm still trying to maintain
that "jock" image I've always thought I had, if
for no other reason than I like to wear black
Nikes. '"
My health regimen has been ongoing for,
awhile now, although it's hard to tell. I look
basically the same now as I did when I start-
ed, except now I let out the occasional
squeal of pain whenever I stand up.
Coming back to school after the summer
is always tough for me. Inevitably I gain 10
pounds, no matter how hard I work out and
no matter how much basketball I play during
those festive summer months,
So, after three months of working in an
office and eating morn's fat-laden cooking, I
still look like the guy in the Nordic Track ads
before he started skiing in.place across his
living room and became a certified hunk.
To compound my irritation, I went into
the BSUweight room the first day it was
open.
My friend Gus, wI¥> perpetually looks like
Spikers
split on
road trip
SCOTT SAMPLES
Sports Editor
Things arc not going as well
for the BSU volleyball team
would like them to be.
With just one more weekend
left in the preseason, Boise State
has a 3-4 record after splitting
four games in last weekend's
road swing through California.
"We're a little frustrated right
now," BSU head coach Darlene
Bailey said. "We have more tal-
ent than we're showing."
The Broncos started the Dan
Gamel Invitational, which was
held at Fresno State. by splitting
two games. They beat San
Francisco 15-9, 16-14, 15·11
before losing to Cal State-
Sacramento 15-12, 15-7, 15-11.
On Saturday BSU lost to
Fresno Stale 15·7, 15-4, 15-7 and
knocked off Santa Clara in three
games, 15-6, 19-17, 15·11.
"We won the two games [
thought we'd win. The other two
I knew were going to be tough
contests, but they weren't gough
enough," Bailey said. "We did
not compete well. In fact, we did
not compete well all weekend."
Bailey said the team as a
whole was not pleased with its
play.
"I think if you talk to the
players they're frustrated," she
said. "I don't think they want to
go through the season wonder-
ing how they're going to play
any given weekend."
BSU will travel to Tennessee
for its final tournament of the
season before starting its Big Sky
Conference season on Sept. 23-
24.
-<.:
".'
The bottom line, however, is
the Broncos have one more
weekend to smooth out the
wrinkles before the Big Sky sea-
son begins.
"I think we'll come out of this
OK," Bailey said. "We're taking
our lumps, but we're also having
our successes."
Need Christmas MONEY?!
Need Extra MONEY?!
PHONATHON '94
NEEDS YOU
From September 26 through October 27, students are needed for
BSU's telemarketing team two nights a week (you pick the
nights) from - :30p.m, Calling takes place on campus.
CallerS receive:
• $5.00 per hour
• free long distance phone call
per shift
..paid training
• marketable skills
• future job references
• new friends
. • prizes
Phonathon '94 is held 9/26-10/27 from 6-9:30
p.m. Mondays-Thursdays in the Lookout Room
of the Student Union. To apply, contact Kim
Phill~f'B, BSU Foundation, Education
Building, Room 725A, or call 385-1326.
Don 't wait, positions fill up fast!!
Rumors of the real world
Ears to the Ground
DR
"Boor I 'H"" "... '" Idi~n:~Q·t torm.
Don A. graduated with a degree in agriculture from a mid-
west university back in 1962 and has worked in the cattle
industry now for most of his life.
Although he was a registered Republican when he moved to
Boise more than 10 years ago, his political ueatberuane made
an abrupt turn when he discovered Steve Symms and the Idaho
take on conservatism.
Knowing that his strong opinions and more liberal views
would too often come to an impasse among the ranchers and
cattle JX;OPl.ehe works with, Don takes a different tact in his
pubic lelations while on the job. He's able to recite the dally
sports page from memory and can handicap with the finest of
horse race bettors. Most Importantly, Don can tell a story the
would make any two-party system look /ike a one-trick pony,
Here's Don's story from the woeful uortdof work.
I was out visiting my buddy Jim who is a cattle rancher out
in Buhl, Wcll, you know, instead of branding theirstock, some
ranchers cut off a flap off their herd's ears to mark them. And
that's what Jim was doing the other day I was out there. He has
this really sharp bugger of a knife about that long, and he
just-zip-takes the lower of quarter of the ear right off and it
falls to the ground.
As he was doing this, there was this Australian dingo hang-
, ing around, and whenever one of those ear flaps hit the
ground, the dog would be right there and-ulmp-swallow it
whole, hair and all.
I said 'Wow! He's got himself a regular job there do~sn't he?'
And Jim says, "That ain't nothing. One year I m~rked 800 head
of cattle and he ate every single one just as soon as it hit the
ground whether he was hungry or not."
He said that dog's belly was so stretched out by the end of
the day that it was literally dragging when he walked. Jim says,
"He just went over and laid down in one spot and didn't move
again for three days."
IN THE ARMY
NURSES AREN'T JUST lil DEMAND.
THEY'RE I MAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-
ing student who wants to be in
command of your own career, consider
the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as
a competent professional,given your own
patients and responsibilities commensurate
with your level of experience.As
an Army ·officer. yOU'llcommand the
respect you deserve. And with the added
~s only the Army can offer-a $5000
I signlng"bOAY6,Jlgusingallowance and 4
weeks paid vacation-you'll be well In com-
m.andof your life. CalI1-800-USAARMY.
\Gaskrnax
•
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
LAURA DELGADO
Stoff Writer
Send your questions regarding school and life
to Max at Tbe Arbiter.
Q: My boyfrl.nd hat.s condoms. How can I g.t him to us. on. without
him complaining? Also, how do I know If w.' re using It corredly?
A: Are you making him put it on himself? Of course he's
going to complain! If you place it on him yourself, intertWining
the practical with the erotic, he'll never complain again.
Accordihg to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, for maximum protection, the condom must be used
consistently and correctly, from start to finish. You never want
to re-use a condom, and you want to put the condom on after
the erection, and before any sexual contact.
If you need additional lubrication, use only water-based
lubricants, like, K-Y Jelly. Oil-based lubricants, such as petrole-
um jelly, baby oil and hand lotion weaken the condom.
Partners should withdraw while the penis is erect and hold
the condom firmly to keep it from slipping off.
'For more information about condoms or preventing HIV
infection, contact the CDC at 1-800-342-A1DS. Their number for
TIY service for the deaf is 1-800-243-7889. If you feel more
comfortable speaking Spanish, thenumber is 1-800-344-7432.
S.. I...
. •ChiAJlo Christian Fellawsh~lnvites you
10 allend We~kly Lunch Bible Study every ,
Thursday from noon until 1:30 p.m. In the
GipsonRoom01 Maggie's Cafe In the SUB.
BSU's 0uIre0ch Pnvum wi pmenl an
Excelm InT_ Seai1115IpI. 14.m.n
8:30 a.m-4:30 p.m. at. I. The Trailling
Excelm Ina 0aIgqj'" .... wi.
lead by BSU cOllllllUllkatlo 'tafessar Ben
Pork •• Cast rIthe ... Is )1~9.F.1IllII
lnfcrmalloo dlhe BSUOlmiadl Prapn at
385-1914.
Cia•••• The Idaho Small Business Development
Cenler 01 BSU presents Hands-on Flnandal
Statements far yoUr Smao Businessfrom 6:3ll-
9:30 p.m, an Sept. 15 at BSU's Canyon
CountyCenter in Nompo.Cost is $39.
Parents wanting ta enroll their chiklienages
HO in.FiIslAld and Safety Skdk dasses should
coDme Red Cross at 375-0314. PrBieQis1ro1ion
is required.$ 10 coversall doss moteook.
ISBOCoffers Hire the Right Employee the
FirslTImefrom 8 a.m. unh1noon on Sept. 20
at the Hallof Mirrors in Boise. Costis $39.
BSU'sCenterfor Management Development
is ervoDingportidponts for its 11th Programfor
Management Development Oct. 23·29 at the
Shore Lodgein McC~D,ldoho. The facultyconsist
Of notionaOy known experts In businessand edl/'
catiOn.The cost is $2,750 and includesadmiS-
sion fees, books, moteriak, private rooms and
most meals. Fdr mOle information call Angela
Sass at 385-3861.
The ABCs of PreParingLoonPackages wiD
be offered by IS80C from 8 a.", unh1noon on
Sept. 21 at JB's in Mountain Home. Cost is
$39.00
Fund·ral •• r
. An AIDS101 doss directed toward the gay
population will be taught by BillTromontinof
CenlTalDistrict Health in the Gipson Room of
the SUBfrom 7 10 9 p.m. on Oct. 7.
A fund raising dinner/dance will be held
by UvingIndependence NetworkCorpoiationon
Sept. 15 at the Rea UonRiverside.ASl1entauc·
tion will also be held to benefit the non-profit
~rganiiation serving people with disabilities"
FOImore informationcallTrlshWheeler at 336·
3335.
Public ••• tlng
The INELInvites you to the a publicmeet-
ing for ph~~~!m!l;.p.Lthe:.JNE~;,Dos·,>··,arr"<·'C'"
RecOO5iiiiCl!onProjecton Sept. 14from 9 a.m. ----------
to 5 p.m at the Best Westem CollonlTeeinn, A Career Fair for BSU students will be
1415 Bench Rood in Pocatello. FormOle i1ifqr·· Sept. 21 In the SUB. Call Shelley Metzger at
motion caU1-80ll-33J.4635. 385-1747 fOlmore information.
Co.f.r •• c.
Cathedral SInglesof. FirstUnitedMet!Kldist
Omh JlIesents Singles' In Today's World, a
r.gional Singles Conference featuring Jim
Smob, Sept. 16-Sept. 18. For mOle infOlll1O'
lIancal343-7511.
Spuc•••
National ACLULegal Director Ste~en R.
Shapiro W111speak at an awards banquel on
Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. at the CraneCreekCountry
Oub. Mets are $30 and must be purchased in
advance. FOImore infOlmOtioncall344·5243.
PersonaldevelopmentdiredOlWayne Oyer
wdl speak on Sept. 19 from 7·.JOp.m. in the
Groce Jordon Ballroom at the Student Union
Building.Admissionis $29. CallBSUOulTeach
Programat 385-1974 fOlmore information.
Stephen Beebe, president and chief exeell'
live officerof J.R. SimplotComponyW111be the
featured speaker at the annual Economics
America Luncheonfrom noon until 1:30 p.m.
on Sept. 21 at the BoiseCenter on the Grove.
The 'Iuncheon costs $15. Call 385·1193 for
more information.
Conc.rt
Pirate Radiopresents Hee Bee Jee Bees at
their concort series at Mountain Billiards on
Sept. 15. Musicstarts around 9 p.m. All ages
are invited.
Events for the calendar should be delivered to
The Arbiterby mail or in person otleost one
week before publication..
. - - .
BACK TO SCHOOL CASH. Couples & . 1976 BUICKREGAlFOR SALE. Very good
Students welcome.' condition. New brakes, shocks, winter lires.
- FjT & PIT ~ifts available with growing .In V·6, automatic! two·tone brown.'
company. ' $ 1100.00 OBO. .Call evenings, 343-
• ·Early A.M./Weelcend shifts 0797~ .
- Fir RouteSu~r
-Full time fIaor person. : .
FEMAlf ROOM-MATE WANTED.. Noosrnoker, Evening interviews, call 336-5260 01 345-
. !Q ~ a twobldroom home ~Eastillll. ,2951; . .
,lias wood lIoOIs, wood S1DVe. Near ~
. beIt,On bus ilIule, .has washer and dJy8r,
fenced yclrd With nice view. $365.00·
indudes udlties.. FllCIle.336-0506.
Dat. Report.d
08-31-94
09-02-94
09-03-94
09-03-94
09-04-94
09-04-94
09-07-94
09-08-94
OH.n ••
Gran" Theft
Theft-Petit
Reckless Driving
Driving Without Priyileges .
EntIcing of Children
Threatening Phone Call
Theft-Petit
Burglary-Vehicle
NEEDSOME EXTRA $$SS?
We have 6exlble, ,parl·time evening-hour
work for self·motivated students. Call
Environment Con~ol 01336·7731. for a "
coinmer~lol 'buildlng malnten~nce job
with pride.. '
MACINTOSHCOMPUTERFOR SALE. A c0m-
plete system Including printer. Only
$500.00. CaUChris al1-80o-289-568S.
Location
Towers Donn
Student Union Building
Broadway and Linden
Broadway and Linden
2024 W. Boise Ave. #4
1910 University A218
Student Union Building
BSU Stadium
. ROOM MATE WANTED. 'FEMALE, 19·
23,. nlln-smaker 10 share remodeled six
bdrm house on '1/3 oClen~or BSU.
. $260.00 inCludes all. ulilitles, WID,
OW, At Call 336·2907 and leave
. ,-' .
message.
THE SOAPSUDS REBELLION
by Helen Fannin
'. My washer washes clothes so clean,
the cleanest clothes I've ever seen.
And when I cake them out to dry
I shriek in horror. My! Oh My!
My washer has a dreadful habit.
It likes to stretch and shred and grab it,
and when the cloches arc pulverized
they usually come.out oversized.
I kicked and banged and pleaded twice.
Why won't it treat 'my clothes as nice
as when it came to live with me
with two years worth of guarantee?
I called the inan to come repair
though my budget screamed despair.
He cook the' ornery thing apart
cussing darkly from the start.
Widgets, whatsits covered the floor
and I recreated to the door.
Ugly smoke came pouring out.
I clearly heard a desperate shout.
GeCout! Gec out! While you can!
I think it wants to eat a man!
The screams and shouts both came and went.
The pour man's soul from body rent.
The moral of chis.story stands.
You'd better wash your clothes by' hand,
...,..
Helen Farmin received a B.S. degree in zoology from the
University of Idaho and is now a graduate student taking
courses of interest in writing and communication. She wrote
this poem while she was driving down the freeway to Sun
Valley. "I was driving with one hand and writing with the other
on the back of a check." Possessed. by the poetic. !,pirit,she
missed her treew.ay exit and was la'tefor herappoJntment. .
Your REAL Horoscope
RUBY WYNER-LO---------.-,;,.----~--
Dlstrlbut.d by Onion~eatur.s
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19),The slors soy you could clean up in the -(hidets"
industry, but you'd better hove plenty of chide, or nothing's going anywhere.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May20) Seasons change; people change. But you will
always wet the bed.
Gemini: (May. 21-June 21) While trying fo keep ~ose nasty lime and
. mildew stoins from dirtying the kitchen, alwoys remember the cleansing power of fire:
,-' . .
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) A water pixie will rise from a secluded creek
toplriy delightful songs on her lyre for you. AmiJse'yourseW by removing her head.
LH: (July 23-Aug. 22) The slaIs soy fyou battle up all thot onget inside .
you'O become ~iIler;Take it out on your friends.and family ..
Virgo:' (Aug. 23-sePI~ 22) A fender m~en~between Michael 1. Fox and ",
Michael Gross on Fami~ nes will spark you to coli yoU! father.
':', . ..," '., __. " ,- ~.', . , " • :, - .:.,'r-' " _,--,'- .: :....- .•
U.ra: (S.pl. 23·0d_23) Jock N"KkIaus,golf's·"Whilll S/!ark,"wiO come to
your house to show yoUhoW tow~ baskets, 'then bOOt ihe IiviJighell out of You.
SCOrptoi COct. ,4-~o¥. 21) A winni~g~eak by th~~iwauk~ Bl8wetS .
wiD give you the aMity tOdrink~ of Pobst through yaurVfes. ..' '.
Sagi"arlu~I:(.o~:·22-~,21) Yaubeiome eilJvdt811You hear a
b:ol newsQlsle'r m.enllon your name,' but what she ocIuol~says is "Auth~ .
. expect lIlSOIl.OS cousefof theme! . ".- ...'c...... ~22-Jtai.·19)lllXIkKk ~ yeo~. YCIIwi IqMss-
~sIIII&idoo~ ~ IoIIIn __ os"'MisI8rCIIkIe sauIdJer;" .
I.H.rla~IJ•••. »F~..I.).kn1pcNafe~·ortteim ducroscu~ ~Io-
,8very singlesenl8nce you,utler'llis weel·· ., :.., .
'Iscesa (Fe.:. ·.19.~~r~20j The.sIIIs.~ you'. bum ~ HoI fur.your WlII'
Ion wasI8 of seoIingWIIX mid !lther foiKy stuff. " ". , .'' ... ", ','.
-.
,Is always there for you.
A First Security Bank student checking account gives you
24-hour access to Automatic TellerMachines.
Forgives your mistakes.
Because we know that no one is perfect, we offer
Cash Reserve "automatic overdraft protection" up to $500!
\.
Treats you like an adult.
Youcan also apply for your very own First Security
VISAcredit card with a great rate and no annual fee!
Gives YOl1 theshirt 'Off its back.
. "".... Plus, we'll give you ·50checks.free, 10checks a month with no
"-T transaction fee and a free T-shirt:
Andmaybe even a ride toschool,
Be sure to enter to win a new 18"mountc.nnbike at any .
First Security l~tion-no purchase necessary' .
1.Subject to applicationand credit approval. 2. T-shirts available whilesupplieslast.
3. Must be a coUegeor university student to enter; no purchase necessary; drawing on October 14,1994.
